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Numerical Stabilisation of Non-linear Systems: Exact Theory
and Approximate Numerical Implementation
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In this paper, a theoretical background is presented
for the stabilisation of non-linear systems. A numeri-
cal implementation is then proposed. The class of
systems concerned with the. proposed practical
approach is quite large and contains all flat systems
as a particular subset. The stabilising strategy is
based on path generation strategy and avoids the
integration of the differential system. The numerical
implementation extensively uses the interpolation on
a function basis. Two examples of systems known
to be hard to stabilise are given to illustrate the
proposed algorithm.
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1 Introduction

computation of the receding horizon control law
implies the minimisation at each sampling time of
a global non-convex open-loop cost function with
final state constraint. Only the 'first part' of the
corresponding open-loop optimal control is applied
and the whole procedure is reiterated at the next
sampling time to obtain a state feedback.

The use of repeated open-loop computations with
eventually a revising feedback [14], in order to
formulate a state feedback that underlines the reced-
ing horizon strategy, has also been used in the
framework of differentially flat systems [2,3].
Indeed, in this context, the open-loop trajectories of
the states are parametrised by the trajectory of what
is called the flat output. This enables generation of
open-loop trajectories satisfying stable asymptotic
behaviour while avoiding integration of system
equations. The state feedback is then constructed in
order to control the dynamics of the tracking error
with respect to this a priori defined open-loop tra-
jectory.

Steering a system from an initial state to a final
one after some time T has already been studied in
the case of chained form systems [11-13]. Some
methods using sinusoidals, piecewise constant or
polynomial inputs can be found in the literature. A
certain class of functions to describe the generated
trajectory (with smooth properties) has also been
used for robot path generation [5]. In this paper,
we combine the receding horizon approach with
path generation, which avoids integration of the

The stabilisation of non-linear systems remains quite
a difficult issue as long as no special structure
is assumed to hold for the non-linear system to
be stabilised.

One of the most general control strategies that
enables, at least conceptually, stabilisation of a very
wide class of non-linear systems is the receding
horizon control (1,6,9,10]. Indeed, roughly speaking,
the only assumptions needed for this strategy to
apply are the stabilisability of the system and some
classical regularity assumptions.

Unfortunately, for general non-linear systems, the
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x EX C ~n is the state of the system, u E ~m is
the control input and X is a region of interest.

I: ~2n+num- ~nf such that /(0) = 0. We shall
denote by x(t;to,xo,u(.)) the solution at instant t of
(1) when it exists under the control u(.) with initial
conditions Xo at instant to. Furthermore, we suppose
that the dynamic system (1) satisfies the following
assumption:

Assumption I. There exists a finite time tJ. .such
that, for all initial state Xo E X, there e~i;ts an
open-loop control strategy v(.) defined over [O,tfminJ
that steers the state of the system to 0, namely
X(tfmin; 0, Xo, v(.» = 0.

system dynamics in order to construct a stabilising
feedback.

It is worth noting that, in the classical receding
horizon scheme, even when one is concerned only
with stabilisation -no tracking is needed -the
attractivity of the origin is ensured by the minimis-
ation procedure. Indeed, the corresponding Lyapu-
nov function is just the optimal cost; therefore, the
repeated optimisation ensures its decrease. Here, we
propose a slightly different strategy in order to
avoid unnecessary heavy computations related to
optimisation when only stabilisation is addressed.

The open-loop problem that is systematically
solved is that of finding open-loop control that steers
the system to the origin. The decreasing property
associated with cost minimisation in classical reced-
ing horizon control is replaced by a particular
initialisation of the procedure that searches for such
admissible open-loop control. This particular
initialisation uses the result of the last past time
search to feed the search procedure with an a priori
'decreasing' candidate open-loop control.

The paper is organised as follows. The aim of
the paper is clearly defined in Section 2. Some
definitions and notations used in the sequel are then
summarised in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
exact theoretical framework with a formal proof of
the attractiveness of the origin for the closed-loop
system. A basic version is first demonstrated and
then modified in order to take into account eventual
disturbances. The problem of asymptotic stabilisation
using the proposed scheme is also briefly addressed.
Finally, Section 5 proposes an effective numerical
implementation, with several examples. While the
theoretical proof remains conceptually valid for any
system, under the reachability condition, the numeri-
cal implementation needs some structural assump-
tions on the non-linear system to be satisfied. At
the end of the paper, three examples are given to
illustrate the efficiency of the proposed approach.

Let T > 0 be a sampling time. The aim of this work
is to find an implementable state feedback u(t+n1) =
K(x(n1),t) that globally stabilises the dynamic sys-
tem (I) at 0. Throughout the paper, we shall take
a fixed ti ~ Vrnin

3. Definitions and Notations

2. Problem Formulation

Consider the general non-linear system given by

dx du
x, -d ' u, -

d ,
\ t t

.For the ease of the reader, we shall denote
(Bt := {/{.):A-B}

.Assumption I enables us to define for all states
Xo and all .ti ?: timin' .J\(XO' ~) as the set of all
control strategies that steers the state to 0 at ti:

.J\(xo, tfl := { U( .) E (IRm)[0,~
s,t. x(ti;O;Xo,u) = 0}

In the foregoing, a fixed value ti will be con-
sidered, hence .J\(xo, tfl will simply be denoted
by .J\(xo).

.Let us define a time translation function
S: (IRq)[0,~ X [O,ti] -(IRq)[0,~ by

S(u,D)(t) = {U(t + D) for t E [0, ti -D]
0 for t E [ti -D, tfi (3)

.For all time functions z(t), we shall denote by~ ) -, dru-l -0 (I)f( F(z(t)) = O (4)
,

a general relation between z(t) and a finite numberwhere for all vector functions v(t) E IRq
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of its derivatives at instant t. For example, according
to this notation, Eq. (I) can be fonnally written
as follows:

fti(t), fi(t)) = 0

.For all 11 = (111, 112, ..., 11q) E A1 X A2 X...
X Aq, we shall note 11i = 1T;( 11). Furthennore, for
J= {il, ..., ik} where il, ..., ik E [I, q], we denote

'11il

'11ik)

Q : x x p- x x p such that

U(Q(x,p)) E {X} X ~X) 'v'(X,p) E X X l' (9)

In other words, Q is a systematic procedure that
finds an open-loop control strategy that steers the
state from x to O during time tf (the definition of
~x)). The variable p is an initial guess for the
systematic procedure Q which may be an iterative
routine. Note that Q also keeps unchanged the first
argument ( EX).

We shall suppose that Q satisfies the following
assumption:(5)1Tj7J) =

4. Theoretical Background

Assumption 2. For all x E X and all p E l'

{U(x,p) E {x} X ~x)} (10)
~ {Q(x,p) = (x,p)}

In other words, if one initialises the procedure Q
with a 'good' guess, Q terminates and gives this
initial guess as a solution.

In this section, the theoretical background that
underlies the proposed approach is presented. First,
a basic version is studied in Section 4.1 while in
Section 4.2 a slightly improved version (with respect
to unmeasured perturbations) is suggested. Strictly
speaking, the proposed approach leads to a state
feedback that renders the origin attractive which
does not guarantee a Lyapunov-like boundness of
the transient behaviour .Section 4.3 briefly discusses
this feature. ,

This property of function Q is the key feature

4.1. Basic Version

Theorem 4.1. Let T > O be a sampling time. In the
absence of disturbances and under Assumptions I
and 2, the feedback law

u(nT + t) = Kn(t) 0 ~ t < T (II)

whereSuppose in a quite abstract manner that there is a
set p of parameters that enables us to describe the
elements of A=Uxoex:A<xO) (set of admissible open-
loop controls when Xo spans X) such that the follow-
ing mappings exist:

U : X X p--. X X (~m)l°.tp (6)

Kn := '7T2(U 0 Q(x(n1), pJ) E (~m)[O,tp (12)

Pn := '7T2(R(x(n1), S(Kn-l' 1))) E P, n 2: 1 (13)

Po is arbitrarily chosen in p (14)

exists and steers the system to the origin after a
finite time tf'R:XX~-XXP (7)

and are such that The crucial rule of Assumption 2 should be empha-
sised since it ensures the attractivity of the origin
in the proposed scheme. Thanks to it, if one
initialises the procedure Q with a good parametris-
ation p (in the sense that the state will vanish after
time If)' this strategy will be kept and hence the
state of the system will reach the origin after time
tr. This would no longer be true if one changes
strategies at each sampling time.

Proof The existence of the feedback law is obvious
to the extent that, from Assumption I, .:,;\(x) ~ 0.
Given Assumption 2, (9) and (12) imply

UoR=Idxx.:4. (8)

Namely, U computes the control strategy over [O,tf]
from the knowledge of an initial state and a control
parametrisation, while R computes a parametrisation
of a given control strategy that steers the state from
a given initial state to 0. Note also that U and R
keep unchanged the initial condition ( EX) passed
as first argument.

Suppose in addition that one has a systematic
procedure that computes the parametrisation of an
admissible control strategy in ~xo), namely

that ensures the attractiveness of the origin in the
proposed scheme.

We have the following theorem:
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Kn E ~x(n1)) 'v'n ~ O (15)

Furthennore, it is clear from the definition of S that
the assumption of a free perturbation evolution [and
f(O)=O] give

{K E ~~} => {S(K,1) E ~x(T;O;~;K))} (16)

Hence, for all n ~ 1,

(15) => {Kn-1 E ~x«n-l)1))} (17)
=> {S(Kn-1'1) E ~x(n1))}
(10)

applied feedback is always piecewise constant;
therefore, during sampling time intervals one always
has an open-loop control.

The reason why we shall handle this problem
explicitly while it is commonly neglected lies in the
fact that the compuation of the feedback law (11)-
(14) may need a time which cannot by indefinitely
reduced.

We shall define a 'bad perturbation' indicator as
follows. Let Po := 1TiQ(xo,p*» be an admissible con-
trol parametrisation that corresponds to a pertur-
bation-free closed-loop evolution according to The-
orem 4.1. Define

x(t;O;.xo,U(xo,po)) (23)M(xo,Po):= sup
o:St:S'

M(xo,Po) is clearly the minimum radius of a ball in
~n that contains the perturbation-free closed-loop
trajectory starting from Xo and applying the control
corresponding to the initial admissible parametris-
ation po.

The definition of M(xo,Po) enables us to define
for all t E [0, T] a 'bad perturbation' indicator by

-AM(x(n1),pn) (24)e(nT + t) := II x(nT + t)

A > I is given a fixed security margin.
Note that, according to the definition of

M(x(n1),pn), during a perturbation-free evolution
we have

(25)e(nT + t) < (I -A)M(x(n1),pn) <

(I -A) I x(n1)

(13) yields
(x(n1),pJ = R(x(n1),S(Kn-l'1)) (18),

Applying U to both sides of (18) and using (8) and
(17) gives

U(x(n1),pJ = (x(n1),S(Kn-l'1)) (19)
E {x(n1) } X ~x(n1))

This implies, according to (10)

Q(x(n1),pJ = (x(n1),pJ .(20)

(19), (20) and (12) imply

Kn = S(Kn-l'1) (21)

We have by definition of the feedback law

u(t + n1)=Kn(t)

=Kn-l(t + 1) according to (21)

=Kn-2(t + 21) = ...= Ko(t + n1) (22)

and therefore u(t) = KO<t). Furthermore, Ko is an
admissible open-loop control that steers the state to
the origin during time ti since it belongs to ~x(o)).
(22) proves that the actual input resulting from the
feedback is exactly Ko, which ends the proof.

D

4.2. Disturbances Handling

A 'bad perturbation' is therefore defined with respect
to a fixed security margin A > 1. It causes the state
trajectory to leave the ball B(O,>.M(x(n1),pJ) E ~n
at an instant t E [nT,(n+ 1)T]; at the same instant,
e changes from negative to positive.

When this happens, the 'escape' assumption is
considered to be sufficiently plausible to re-examine
the strategy defined at instant nT to be applied over
the interval [t,(n + 1)T]. Therefore, instant
t E [nT,(n+ l)T] becomes a new 'decision instant'.
By decision instant t, we mean an instant where a
new admissible open-loop strategy is recomputed
starting from x(t) to be applied during the interval
[i,(n+ 1)T].

A consequence of this strategy is that decision
instants are no more necessarily of the form nT.
That is why we define the following time variable
'last decision instant' D as follows:

The feedback law (11)-(14) may behave dangerously
in the presence of disturbances. Indeed, according to
this feedback, during the time interval (nT,(n+ l)Tj
we apply an open-loop control depending on the state
x(n1). Therefore, if a 'bad' perturbation arises at a
time t* in the interval ( nT,(n + 1 )Tj such that the
corresponding autonomous evolution has an escape
time lower than (n+ l)T-t*] the state may diverge
to 00 even before the application of control at the
next sampling period.

Note that the above problem i~ a common prob-
lem that arises each time a continuous feedback law
is implemented numerically. Indeed, a numerically (26)
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4.3. About Lyapunov Stability

The feedback strategy proposed in this section can
be summarised as follows. In the absence of disturb-
ances, the closed-loop control is chosen so that the
closed-loop path is identical to the open-loop path.
This simple choice is sufficient to ensure the attract-
iveness of the origin. With the present assumptions,
nothing prevents the open-loop controls from steer-
ing the state to the origin with large excursions.

In [7], the so called 'admissible open-loop path
generators' are used to design an asymptotically
stabilising state feedback (in the Lyapunov sense).
Besides some regularity assumptions, the above path
generators are assumed to satisfy a somehow tran-
sitivity assumption (see Definition 2.1 of [7]) that
can be closely related to Assumption 2 mentioned
above. Under these conditions, the state trajectory
over an infinite time interval can be used to con-
struct a Lyapunov function. Furthermore, in the
absence of disturbances, open-loop and closed-loop
trajectories coincide again.

h ( t ) . th . f t -.
were E T IS e mteger part o T and t IS the

last instant the indicator e(t) changed from negative
to positive with e(t) redefined for all t E [0, T] as fol-
lows:

e(D+t) := II x(D+t) -AM(x(D), p(D)) (27)

where p(D) is the last computed control parametris-
ation, t being initialised to 0. Note that the initial
value of D is clearly equal to 0 and equations (26)
and (27) enable one to correctly define D. Note also
that we always have t -D :5 T.

Remark 4.1. (23) can be defined separately for each
component of the state x, which enables one to
detect' bad' perturbation more accurately.

Now we have all that is needed to foffilulate the
stabilising feedback law:

Theorem 4.2. Let D be defined by (26)-(27) and
D* denote the value of D before its last change
(remember that D changes in a discontinuous
manner). The feedback law defined by

5. Numerical Implementation

u(D + t) = KD(t); O ~ t < T (28)

where

(29)KD := 1T2(U 0 Q(x(D),p(D»)

(D) .= {1T2(R(X(D), S(KD"' D-D*») ifD > 0
p .Arbitrarily chosen E l' if D = 0

(30)

globally asymptotically stabilises (I).

In the preceding section, we have presented an
abstract theoretical framework that leads to a sta-
bilising feedback for general non-linear systems. The
aim of the present section is to propose a corre-
sponding practical numerical implementation that
holds for a particular class -although wide -of
.non-linear systems including systems that are not
state feedback linearisable (see examples below).
For these systems, the proposed method leads to a
systematic and parameterised path-planning algor-
ithm.

The class of systems showing particular structural
properties and concerned by the implementation is
presented in the first subsection. Examples of such
systems are then given, emphasising the wideness
of the proposed class. The principle of the method
is then described.

Proof Note first that if there are no perturbations,
the feedback law (28)-(30) is exactly the same as
that of Theorem 4.1 since under this assumption
one has D = nT.

Therefore, the proof is straightforward according
to the above discussion and the result of Theorem
4.1. Indeed, by introducing the indicator e and the
non-uniform decision instants through D, we avoid
the perturbation-caused 'explosion' of the state. The
'steering' property of the feedback law (Theorem
4.1) enables a conclusion.

5.1. Definition of Systems under
Consideration

Let us consider the system defined by (1). Note that
it can be written in an abstract manner f(i(t)) = 0.
The following property characterises the class of
systems concerned by the implementation proposed
in the remainder of the paper:

0

It is worth noting that at t = 0 one has D = D* :0
and the initial pararnetrisation for the procedure is
arbitrarily chosen in p so that (29)-(30) properly
define KDo Definition 5.1. The set of equations
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(31) then it is straightforward that ftZ) = O is in normal
form with the following choices:

f(i(t)) = O

is said to be in normal form if there exist

Zf:=Y ;ZD := (~)

Furthermore. the relations Fi = O become trivial
algebraic equalities of the form (33) rather than
time-varying differential equations:

FAlF.lD.) = GAlF) -ZD. = O (33)
I I

a subdivision of z =: (~) with,

Zt E ~nf, ZD E ~nD and nt ~ O such that the con-
straint (31) is compatible with a completely free
a priori choice of zJ.) as a time function (as far
as the initial constraints are respected);
nD relations [FJl~i~nD such that the set of con-
straints (31) is equivalent to

5.2.2. Chained Form Systems

F;(Zjt), iDl(t), iDlt), ..., iDft)) = O (32)
1 :5 i :5 nD

Such a normal form shows particular triangular
properties of the system and consequently allows
one to compute successively ZD1' ZD2' ..., ZDnD. Fur-
thermore, as the foregoing examples will underline,
particular forms of (32) can simplify the calculation
(e.g. when (32) is linear in ia, rendering the search
of an open-loop trajectory ea~ier).

5.2. Examples

In this section, four illustrative examples are
exposed. The first two examples concern classes of
systems that are well known in the non-linear control
literature, namely the flat systems and the chained
form systems. The last two examples are typically
non-flat systems [2,3]. In Marchand and Alarnir [8],
the above strategy has been applied to rigid space-
craft in failure mode. The robustness with respect to
parameter uncertainties has been rather successfully
tested although the problem is known to be hard to
solve even in an uncertainty-free context.

Given a general chained fonD system [13] with
m + 1 inputs, m.(m+l) chains and m+l generators:

xJ = Vj O :5 j :5 m
.I _.0 . > . d l _.0_.0 I

x..=x;v. 1 Ian x..=x;x;-x..
J' J , 'J ' J J'

...k --.k-1 1 < k < . 0 < ..< ... (34).XJi -.XJi Vi --nj, -1,1 -m,1 -I

by choosing Zf:= (Vo, ..., Vm), the system (34) is
already in the nonDal fonD in the sense of definition
5.1, and we have

ZD = (xg, ..., ~,(XJJOSi<jSm,
(Xij)OSi<jSm, ..., (x'jnOSi<jsm,(X/j)Osi<jsm)

It is then obvious that the relations Fi can be
deduced from (34).

5.2.3. Inverted Pendulum with Horizontal Action

Consider the equations of motion of the inverted
pendulum:

ii =X2

12 =

L(l -a COS2 XI)
5.2.1. Differentially Flat Systems

-aL sin XI cas XI~

.a )+ 9 sm XI -~ COS XIU

i3 =X,

-
.t4 = 1 -a COS2 ~

All differentially flat systems [2,3] can be transfor-
med into the normal form in the sense of Definition
5.1. Indeed, when using our notations, the system
f(i'(t), il(t)) is differentially flat if one can find y =
h(i',il) such that there exist two functions G and
H satisfying

x = G(y) ; u = H(j)

Now, if we denote

( aW sin.x1 -ag( y ) (y -h(i,a» )z : = x; fiZ) = x -G(y?

u u -H()i)
.a )srn XI cas XI + mu
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That we shall write for convenience as follows:
F 4(iftiD1 ,iD2'iD3'iD4):= ZD3 -ZD4

1:1 = X2

1:2 = <l>2(Xl 'X2) + 'I' 2(Xl)U

5.3. Principle of the Implementation5:3 = X4 (35)

5:4 = <l>4(Xl'X2) + 'I' 4(XJU

In these equations x:=[(J,iJ,r,t]T and u is the horizon-
tal force applied on the car. It is well known that
the inverted pendulum with the only horizontal force
as control action is not a flat system.

System (35) is already in the normal form with,
for example

The numerical implementation is based on the exten-
sive use of a functional basis defined on the interval
[O,tfi. In this paper, a Chebyshev polynomial basis
is considered:

T 0(1) :=

t
T1(t) := 2- -

ti
Zt := XI; ZD := (X2 U X4 X3)T

Tn-l(t) -Tn-2(t)

(36)

T n(t) := 2( 2£ -1 )

We shall also denote by T(t,q,N) the ~qxNq matrix
defined by(37)

and

Fl(Z'f.Z'Dl) := if- ZDl

F 2(Z'f.Z'Dl .Z'D2) := iDl

-<l>2(ZftZD] T(t,l.N) := [Tl(t),

T(t,q.N) :=

IT(t,l,N) OlXN
OlXN T(t,l.N)

\ OlXN ...

for q ~ 2

" T~t)]-'IJ'2(Zf)ZV2

(48)(38)F3(~ Zv\, ZV2' ZV3) := ZV3

-<l>4(Zt' Zv\) -'I' 4(Zt)ZV2

F 4(ZftZV\ ,ZV2'ZV3'ZV4):=ZV4

OIXN \

OIXN

T(t,l,N)1

OlXN (49)(39)-ZD3

OlXN

5.2.4. The Ball and Beam
T(t,q,N) clearly enables one to write the approxi-
mation of a time function v(t) on ~q in a compact
manner as

This system, studied elsewhere [3,4], is also known
to be a non-flat system. After a trivial static feed-
back, the system can be given by

ii =X2
..t2 = -Bg Sin(x3) + Br4Xl (40)
.t3 = X4

X4=W

where x:=[r,t,(J,O]T, r and (J being respectively the
position of the ball on the beam and the inclination
of the beam from horizontal. Equations (40) are
already in normal form with

Zt := w ; ZD := (X4 X3 Xi X2)T

v(t) = [T(t,q,N)]a ; a E ~N.q

Let US finally define for all i E ~ and all m E ~,
nm)(t) to be the mth derivative of TAt) and
n-m)(t) to be the mth primitive of TAt) that vanishes
at 0. We then naturally define the corresponding
(q X Nq) matrices I'm)(t,q,N) and I'-m)(t,q,N) for all
q ~ I according to (49).

Recall that, to the extent that system (I) can be
set in the previous defined normal form, for all i
E [1,nD]' we have the triangular system of differen-
tial equations:

FAZjt),ZD1(t), ..., ZD;-I(t),ZDft)) = 0 (50)
and

dzDi ~ )., df'i(41) (51)with 'lDj = (ZDi' dl'

(42)

(43)

Fl(ZftZo.) := io\ -Zt

F 2(Zt,ZO\ ,ZOJ := iO2 -ZD\

F3(Zt, Zo\, ZO2' ZO3)

:= zg~ + Bg sin(zoJ -Bz1lZ03

Let a be the vector of parameters that defines the
evolution of Zt. i.e.:

zit) := T(t.nfiNf)a a E ~Nfnf (52)
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The inverted pendulum problem

Computed command (Initial state: [ 5° 0 0 O ) )

Time
Computed command (Initial slate: [ 50° 0 0 0 ] )

Time
Behaviour of the states (Initial state: [ 50. 0 0 0 ] )

Fig. I. Inverted pendulum with horizontal action

unknown a we were looking for. ID is defined as
in the following remark:

The key idea to transform the nD relations (50) into
an algebraic system of equations in the unknown a
(see Eq. (54) below), expressing the fact that
ZDAtf) = 0 for i E (l,nD].

For all i E (l,nD]' let ai be the coordinates of the
best least-squares approximation of the solution of
differential equation (50), namely:

ZD.(t) = T(t,l,ND).uj(a)
I

ai being the solution of the following least -squares
problem:

{ Na a;(a) = Arg mi~ ~

"ieR D ;=1

"', f<;,l,ND).aJ IP t

II Fi(zP{tj), (53)

Remark 5.1. The search space can be reduced:

I. By using the intial and final constraints on ZF'
nLF linear equations can then be obtained.

2. When a set of ID equations (50) yields to equa-
tions (53) that are linear in a, the inital and final
constraints on ZDj give nLD linear constraints on
a. The corresponding equation NLE;(tpXo,a) = 0
is linear and allows reduction of the search
space dimension.

Let us define nL := nLf + nLD. The search space
dimension can then be reduced from (nf"Nt> to
(nf"Nf-nL) by introducing a new unknown vector p
of independent variables. The vector a will then
depend on po See Appendix for further details.

5.4. Concrete Definition of the Abstract
Subroutines U, R and Q

Furthermore, depending on the nature of ZD;' ai may
have to respect initial conditions on ZD.. Writing
the final constraint zDltf) = O for i E [l,n'D] gives the
following triangular system of static non-linear
equations:

NLEJtpXo,a) := T(tftl,ND)aJa) (54)
= 0 i E [lD+l,nD] In this section, we use the results of the numerical

implementation equations in order,to define precisely
the abstract notions defined in Section 4, namely,which is the non-linear system of equations in the
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Lambda = 1.100
Perturbation checking period = 0.1 s
Perturbation at Tpert = 1.25 s of Xpert = [ 0 0.1 00]

Fig. 2. The ball and beam problem

Finite time divergence

Computed command (without perturbation detection)
" , , , ., , .,

~

.10' ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ,
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time
Computed command (with perturbation detection)

Time

Initial state XO = [ 0.5 ]
tf=2s T=1s Na=20

Lambda = 1 .100
Perturbation checking period = 0.05 s
Perturbation at Tpel1 = 1 .25 s of Xpel1 = [ 1.5 .1

Fig. 3. System with a finite escape time.
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in solving only three non-linear equations in the
unknown p by construction of the method, an
initialisation very close to a solution.

Figure 1 shows the ability of the method to solve
severely non-linear problems (starting angle of 500).
The simulations were done taking L = 0.6m,
m=0.125kg and a=0.2.

6.2. Ball and Beam

the parameter space P, and the way that one com-
putes for all Xo E X, Po E p and u6 E (IRm)[O.tp the
quantities U(xo,Po), R(xo,uP and Q(XO,PO). This com-
pletes the definition of the feedback law proposed
in Theorem 4.2. We assume that the system under
consideration satisfies the assumptions of Definition
5.1, with the Fis defined by (32).

It becomes clear that the parameter set p is that
to which belongs the vector of unknowns p and
therefore 'P := IRNfnf-nLf-nLD.

Recall that when zFi:.t) = T(t,nf'Nfla(p), the evol-
ution of ZD; can be obtained by solving (54). The
corresponding control u(po,t) can then be deduced.

The functions U and R are simply given by

(55)

(56)

U(Xo,po) = (Xo,u(Po,t»

R(xo,u6(.» = (Xo,p)

with p being the coordinates of the projection of
zp(.) on the functional basis, when the control
u~(.) is applied on the system.

The path search procedure Q is defined as follows:
Q(xo,Po) = (57)

solution over p of [(NLEi(trXo,p) = Q)ID<i:Sn;

with initial guess Po

In this example, ZJ is the input of the system and
therefore only the final constraint can be used to
reduce the search space dimension. We have
nLf= I. It is clear from (41) and (42) that ZD1 and
ZD2 linearly depend on a, and therefore the initial
and final constraints on ZD1 and ZD2 give nLD = 2.
Furthermore, ZD1(tfl = ° and ZD2(tfl = ° can also be
taken out from the set of non-linear equations to be
solved. As for the inverted pendulum problem, the
least-squares problem (53) is linear for all ai. The
path-planning problem can in this case be resumed
in solving only two non-linear equations in the
unknown p with an initialisation very close to a sol-
ution.

See Fig. 2 for the result with B = 0.5.
Xo.

6.3. Example Showing the Effect of
Perturbation Detection

6. Examples This system was chosen to underline the importance
of perturbation detection as explained in Section 4.
The equations of the system are

x=r+u

In this section, will be presented the numerical
results, and some elements of the implementation.
For Figs 1-3 the legend 'Perturbation at T pert =
7:pe rt s of Xpert = 8x ' means that an additive

pert
perturbation of value 8xpert.8(t-Tpert) will append on
the states of the system. The 'perturbation checking
period' is the period used to check if any pertur-
bation occurs on the system between each compu-
tation of the command.

Let us" choose Zt= X and ZD = u.
This system has a finite escape time. Therefore,

if a bad perturbation occurs while T >
1.

~ (k EN), the system may diverge (see Fig. 3)

7. Conclusion6.1. Inverted Pendulum

In this paper, a theoretical framework for the stabil-
isation of general non-linear systems is proposed.
A numerical implementation that approximates the
theoretical framework is then given. Mainly two
elements make the method work powerfully. The
first one is structurally held in the method and is
the way the procedure Q is initialised with the
previous solution (after a time trflllslation) as defined
in Section 4. The second lies in the triangular

For this example, the initial and final constraints on
Zt give n4= 2. It is clear from (36) that ZDI linearly
depends on a, and therefore the initial and final
constraints on ZDI give nLD = 2. F~ermore,
ZDI(tf) = O can be taken out from the set of non-
linear equations to be solved. The least-squares
problem (53) is linear because all Eqs (37) to (39)
are linear differential equations with respect to ZD..
The path-planning problem can finally be resumed
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property of the systems, defined in Section 5, to
which it is possible to apply such numerical
implementation. This numerical implementation is
based on an extensive use of polynomial interp-
olation. Finally, several examples have been given
in order to prove the efficiency of the proposed
method. The robustness of the method as well as
the problem of real time implementation (although
some points were treated) remain to be addressed.
However, taking into account that only approxi-
mations of the solutions of the differential equations
are used (which can be seen as system uncertainties),
the stability of the studied systems let us catch sight
of good robustness properties.
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Appendix
The aim of this section is to explain how the
search space dimension can be reduced. The inverted
pendulum is an example of such a situation. The
initial and final constraints on Zt yield to the first
two lines of Eq. (58). Expressing the initial and
final constraints on ZDl = Tl)(t,nt'Nt>a (which
depends linearly on a) we obtain the two last lines
of Eq. (58). Furthermore, ZDl can be taken out from
the non-linear equation to be solved because for any
choice of a the final constraint ZDl(tt> = O will be
satisfied:
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